Cortical Metabolism, Acetylcholinesterase Staining and Pathological Changes in Alzheimer's Disease


ABSTRACT: The local cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (LCMRgl) was determined by positron emission tomography (PET) using the 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose method in a series of Alzheimer patients and normal controls. The LCMRgl declined in the cerebral cortex with age, but the decrement was significantly greater in the clinically diagnosed Alzheimer's cases. Comparison of PET and psychological data indicated that, as the disease progressed clinically, the reduction in cortical LCMRgl and the number of cortical regions involved also increased. Variable regions of cortex were involved in the early stages but the temporal, parietal and frontal regions were most typically affected. One case coming to autopsy showed that the severity of the LCMRgl decline paralleled loss of neurons in the cortex and their replacement with astroglia.

A case of Pick's disease coming to autopsy had shown a different and highly characteristic pattern of cortical metabolic defect. In this case also a poor metabolic rate was associated with extensive gliosis.

Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) staining of the cerebral cortex in elderly normals and Alzheimer's disease cases with a new, highly sensitive method showed that in Alzheimer's disease there was an extensive loss of AChE-positive fibers with senile plaques frequently incorporating AChE-positive fiber debris. AChE staining of the substantia innominata area, where the cells giving rise to these neocortical fibers are presumably located, also showed evidence of degenerating cells and fibers.

RESUME: Metabolisme cortical, coloration pour la mise en evidence de l'acetylcholinesterase et changements pathologiques dans la maladie d'Alzheimer.

Nous avons determine la vitesse du metabolisme local du glucose dans le cerveau (VMLglC) au moyen de la tomographic a emission de positrons (PET), par la methode utilisant le 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose chez une serie de patients atteints de la maladie d'Alzheimer et chez des temoins normaux. La VMLglC diminuait avec l'age au niveau du cortex cervebral; cependant la diminution etait plus grande de fa?on significative chez les cas portant le diagnostic clinique de maladie d'Alzheimer. La comparaison des donnees obtenues par la tomographic et l'evaluation psychologique montraient que, avec la progression clinique de la maladie, la diminution de la VMLglC corticale et le nombre des regions corticales touchees augmentaient egalement. Des regions variables du cortex etait atteintes dans les phases precoces de la maladie; cependant, il est tout-a-fait typique de retrouver une atteinte des regions temporales, parietales et frontales. Un cas, sur, lequel nous avons pratiqu? une autopsie, montrait que la sev?rit? de la diminution de la VMLglC ?tait en parallele avec la perte des neurones du cortex et leur remplacement par l'astroglie.

Un cas de maladie de Pick, sur lequel nous avons pratiqu? une autopsie, avait montré un tableau de deficit metabolique cortical different et tres caracteristique. Dans ce cas egalement la lenteur du metabolisme etait associee a une gliose importante.

La coloration du cortex cervebral pour la mise en evidence de l'acetylcholinesterase (AChE) chez les vieillards normaux et chez des patients atteints de la maladie d'Alzheimer, au moyen d'une methode nouvelle tres sensible, a montré que, dans la maladie d'Alzheimer, il y a une perte importante de fibres AChE-positives ainsi que des debris de fibres AChE-positifs qui sont souvent incorporés dans les plaques seniles. La coloration pour la mise en evidence de l'AChE au niveau de la substantia innominata, region ou sont pre?sum?ment situees les cellules donnant naissance ? ces fibres du neocortex, montrait egalement des signes de degenerescence des cellules et des fibres.

Alzheimer's disease (DAT) has classically been defined as a progressive dementia which is definitively diagnosed by the presence of numerous plaques and tangles in the brain, particularly in the hippocampus and some cortical regions. More recently, considerable evidence has been reported that DAT is also characterized by a deficiency in cortical cholinergic innervation and in cortical glucose metabolism. Other biochemical abnormalities, including many neurotransmitter defects, have also been reported but so far the cholinergic and metabolic defects seem to be the ones best correlated with mental status. In this paper we will discuss some positron emission tomographic (PET) studies with \(^{18}\)F-deoxyglucose (FDG) which support a correlation between defective cortical metabolism and mental status, present some autopsy data on one PET-scanned case of DAT which suggest that plaques and tangles may be a transient phenomena and, finally, show some acetylcholinesterase (AChE) histochemical results on autopsy brains which suggest that AChE-positive fibers may frequently play an important role in the evolution of plaques.

**METHODS**

PET was carried out on the UBC-TRIUMF PETT-VI high resolution system which yields data on 14 slices of brain, 7 millimetres apart, using in each case, approximately 5 millicuries of FDG. Data were collected as described elsewhere, and values for the local cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (LCMR-gl) were determined, as previously described, for both large cortical and subcortical areas and smaller (5 mm square) areas in individual cortical gyri, using the postmortem brain and appropriate landmarks from the scans for precise anatomical localization. MRI was carried out on a Picker Vista cryogenic machine at a field strength of 0.15 Tesla using inversion recovery sequences. CT was performed on a Siemens Somatom DR2 whole body scanner. Care was taken in the positioning of patients to match the orientation in the PET studies.

Demented cases were selected from among the patients referred to the Alzheimer’s Clinic at the U.B.C. Health Sciences Center. Each had a complete physical and neurological examination and was given a battery of psychological tests by Dr. H. Tuokko or colleague. Elderly normal volunteers for the PET studies were given the same psychological tests.

Two demented males who received PET scans have come to autopsy. One developed dementia at age 79 and had a typical DAT pattern on PET studies at age 82; he had been included in the series on which we initially reported. He died at age 83 and the diagnosis was confirmed on autopsy. The other who had been scanned at age 73, fifteen months before death and 5 years after first developing memory problems, had not been included in the reported series because the scan was highly atypical; on autopsy this proved to be a case of Pick's disease. Autopsies in these two cases were performed, respectively, at 15 and 2 hours post-mortem. A number of small cortical samples were taken for analysis of ChAT and the brains then fixed and sectioned for protein (GFA) and Bielschowsky's silver staining using standard techniques. More complete histories on these cases and on the experimental methods are published elsewhere.

**Table 1: Local cerebral metabolic rate for glucose as a percent of cerebellar activity in various brain regions in groups of 24 presumed Alzheimer’s cases (age 69 ± 8 years) and controls (66 ± 10 years) and single cases of Alzheimer’s disease (aged 83 years) and Pick’s disease (aged 75 years) confirmed at autopsy.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>Presumed Alzheimer Cases</th>
<th>Autopsy Confirmed Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal cortex</td>
<td>102 ± 15%</td>
<td>77 ± 13%***</td>
<td>54%**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parietal cortex</td>
<td>107 ± 14%</td>
<td>89 ± 16%**</td>
<td>55%**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occipital cortex</td>
<td>115 ± 10%</td>
<td>103 ± 15%*</td>
<td>90%**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal cortex</td>
<td>106 ± 16%</td>
<td>90 ± 23%*</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precentral gyrus</td>
<td>113 ± 17%</td>
<td>108 ± 19%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalamus</td>
<td>108 ± 15%</td>
<td>107 ± 7%</td>
<td>101%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal ganglia</td>
<td>115 ± 44%</td>
<td>127 ± 14%</td>
<td>128%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For each group the figure given is the mean ± S.D. of the average of left and right and the significance of the difference between groups is indicated by ***p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05. For the individual cases ** indicate, respectively, more than two or more than one standard deviation below control mean.
Autopsy brains from 3 controls (average age 65.3, range 50 to 75 years) and 6 DAT cases (average age 75.8, range 68 to 83 years) were used for the AChE histochemical studies reported here. The brains were fixed by perfusion and post-fixation, sectioned on a freezing microtome and stained by a new AChE method as previously described.\(^8,9\) Adjacent sections were stained for cresyl violet, for tangles and plaques by the modified Bielschowsky’s method, or by the modified thioflavin T method for amyloid.

**RESULTS**

Analysis of the data on large ROIs in the neurologically normal controls indicated a significant decrease with age in most of the cortical regions (Figure 1). Hence the data on the presumed DAT cases were compared with those in a subgroup of normals of similar age. Statistical analysis indicated that the DAT group had mean LCMRgls significantly below the controls in several cortical regions (data not shown) and, when the data were “normalized” by expressing them as a percent of the cerebellar LCMRgl in the individual brain, the DAT group was low in the frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital cortices, but not in the thalamus, basal ganglia or precentral gyrus (Table 1). As previously reported, the DAT cases scanned ranged from mild to severely affected and the more impaired cases generally showed greater and more widespread metabolic deficits.\(^4,5\) The deficits did not correlate very well with atrophy as seen in MRI/CT scans and the application of various methods of analysis indicated the low metabolic rates were due to poor tissue metabolism and not to inclusion of CSF space.\(^4,5,6\)

The DAT case which came to autopsy was particularly revealing in that there was a wide variation in the degree of pathological involvement in various areas of the cortex, thus permitting meaningful correlations to be made with *in vivo* imaging modalities. At autopsy the gross appearance of the brain correlated with MR and CT images which showed some regional atrophy. This was much less revealing than the PET images which correlated with microscopic findings of neuronal loss and proliferation of glia. In the PET scan done 15 months before death on this then severely affected individual, the LCMRgls were particularly low in the left parietal, temporal and occipital lobes. The large deficits in the LCMRgl in the left hemisphere were well beyond what could be accounted for by atrophy or partial volume effects. Instead they correlated with microscopic changes. The right occipital lobe, for example, was one of the least involved areas in the PET study, showing only a moderate metabolic defect in most gyri (75-84% of control on absolute LCMRgl), and in this area there was still a definite laminar organization of the neurons although there were many senile plaques and some tangles, with nests of glia around the plaques being revealed by the GFA stain. This corresponds to mild to moderate or grade 1-2 degeneration as defined by Brun and Englund.\(^10\) The left frontal cortex (where the absolute LCMRgl was 56-73% of control) showed marked neuronal loss and disruption of the laminar cortical pattern, spongioform degeneration, and many plaques and tangles. GFA staining showed moderate gliosis in all layers of the cortex. This corresponds to grade 3, or severe degeneration.\(^10\) The left parietal region, with a very severe metabolic defect (41-47% of control) showed a...
still different pattern. Here the cortical mantle was thin and the white matter had shrunk to produce gross atrophy. Microscopically, cresyl violet staining showed extensive astrocytosis, a very marked loss of neurons with some residue of the spongiform state, and no laminar pattern. There was intense GFA staining throughout the gray matter, but the frequency of plaques was less, presumably because of neuronal disappearance. This "burned out" stage of the disease corresponds to grade 4, or maximal degeneration.10

The PET pattern on the case of Pick’s disease which has come to autopsy was sufficiently distinctive to suggest that it might be possible to distinguish Pick’s from Alzheimer’s disease premortem.6 This case showed the lowest LCMRgl yet found in the frontal cortex (Figure 1) but the other cortical areas were relatively unaffected (Table 1). On autopsy, it was found that the specific gyri showing sharply decreased LCMRgls were those where there was extensive gliosis and neuronal loss. More moderate decreases were found in areas with numerous Pick bodies and inflated neurons but less gliosis. In order to test the hypothesis that low PET LCMRgl values correlated with areas showing the most profound gliosis as opposed to frequency of Pick bodies and inflated neurons, Spearman rank order correlation coefficients for the percentage decreases in LCMRgl vs. various indices of histological abnormalities were calculated for the 11 right cortical gyri on which both PET and histological data were available. These calculations supported the hypothesis since the correlation coefficients found were:

Results on ChAT on samples from most cortical gyri gave values in the normal range (0.60-0.92 µmol/h-100 mg protein) and clearly above those previously reported for Alzheimer’s cases (0.14-0.25 µmol/h-100 mg protein).11 This finding is consistent with the normal substantia innominata (SI) cell count which was found. Tissue samples taken from areas of cortex that were severely atrophied, however, showed very low ChAT activities for metabolic decreases vs. gliosis (0.78); vs. neuronal cell loss (0.57); vs. Pick bodies + inflated neurons (0.17); and vs. Pick bodies alone (0.10).6

![Figure 3](image-url) — AChE-positive fibers in comparable cortical sections from a normal (a) and an Alzheimer’s (b) brain. There is extensive loss of AChE positive fibers in the Alzheimer’s cortex and the residual fibers are often associated with plaque-like lesions (Bar = 100 µm).

![Figure 4](image-url) — Various stages of AChE-positive plaques seen in the cortex in Alzheimer’s brains. a) An AChE-positive fiber with several varicosities and a small plaque. b) A larger plaque showing a more diffuse spread of AChE-positive material and emergence of a core. c) A prominent plaque with an AChE-positive core, a large and even more diffuse halo of AChE-positive material and the remaining AChE-positive fiber. All are at the same magnification (Bar = 20 µm).
In both ChAT immunohistochemical and AChE histochemical studies, all the DAT cases showed, as expected, a substantial loss of cholinergic neurons in the SI as compared with controls (Figures 2a,b and 2c,d).

In the cortex, there was also a remarkable difference between normal and DAT’s brains in AChE-positive structures. In control brains (Figure 3a), an extensive network of AChE-positive fibers could be seen. The fibers were thin, with numerous variocities and frequent branches, but in the DAT cases only a few AChE-positive fibers remained (Figure 2b). The reduction in AChE-positive fibers in DAT cortex was highly similar to that seen in rat brain where the SI had been electrolytically lesioned. There was a major difference, however, in the appearance of the residual cortical AChE-positive fibers in the DAT cases compared with the lesioned rats. In DAT, many of the fibers showed randomly enlarged swellings, which, on adjacent sections stained with Bielschowsky’s stain, were seen to be classical senile plaques. In the superficial layers of the cortex where cholinergic fibers terminate, several small AChE-positive plaques (5-30 μm in diameter) could often be seen aligned along a single fiber. AChE-positive plaques are illustrated in a series of photomicrographs in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows an AChE-positive cortical fiber with several small swellings, as well as an unmistakable plaque. Figure 4b shows a more diffuse spread of AChE-positive material from an enlarging plaque and the emergence of a core within the ragged outlines. Figure 4c shows a fiber with a prominent plaque consisting of an AChE-positive core with a slightly irregular surface surrounded by a more enlarged halo of AChE-positive material.

Discussion

Defective cortical metabolism in DAT has now been reported from a number of groups (for review see1). The DAT cases we have studied have been more mixed with regard to ages and disease severity than those used in most studies and we have found considerable variation from individual to individual in the specific cortical regions affected. Overall, however, there appeared to be good correlation with psychological deficits and this has been supported by longitudinal studies on several individual cases (not reported here). Availability of the correlative MRI/CT images and the use of a number of different analytical methods have allowed us to argue that the deficits seen reflected deficient tissue metabolism and not artefacts due to adventitious inclusion of metabolically inert CSF. This argument is supported by the correlative studies between postmortem histology and premortem PET data which indicate that the metabolic deficits correlate with neuronal loss and gliosis. These studies also indicate that the “characteristic pathologies”, i.e. plaques and tangles in DAT and Pick’s bodies in Pick’s disease, may represent a transient phase between normal neuronal structure and complete neuronal degeneration with glial proliferation. The important difference between Pick’s and DAT is the more confined nature of severe gliosis in the former. Pick’s disease should therefore be suspected if sharp LCMRgl defects appear which are confined to one or both frontal lobes or temporal lobes in the absence of CT or MRI evidence of a vascular lesion. This hypothesis can be verified as more demented cases, including those with disorders such as Huntington’s disease and progressive supranuclear palsy, come to autopsy subsequent to PET scanning.

While the plaques in DAT may be transient, they are clearly an important phenomenon and the histochemical results using a new, highly sensitive method for AChE9 suggest the following hypothesis for the evolution of many senile plaques: 1) initially there are swellings along impaired AChE axons with, usually, multiple sites on a single axon; 2) AChE-positive material escapes from the membranes surrounding ballooning areas as they continue to enlarge; 3) repair processes reduce the AChE-positive discharge, producing an AChE-intense core but an expanding halo of previously discharged AChE-positive material; 4) the AChE-positive core consolidates but the halo continues to expand, becoming therefore more diffuse and even less AChE-positive compared with the core. AChE staining of plaques in Alzheimer’s disease has been previously reported13 but with less detail than described here. The probable importance of cholinergic afferents to the cortex in the evolution of senile plaques has been suggested for both Alzheimer’s disease14 and aged monkeys.15 Whether other neuronal systems are also involved remains to be determined.
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